You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JVC KW-XR611. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the JVC KW-XR611 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual JVC KW-XR611
User guide JVC KW-XR611
Operating instructions JVC KW-XR611
Instructions for use JVC KW-XR611
Instruction manual JVC KW-XR611
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Manual abstract:
CAUTION: Visible and/or invisible class 1M laser radiation when open. Do not view directly with optical instruments. @@[European Union only] These
symbols indicate that the product and the battery with this symbol should not be disposed as general household waste at its end-of-life. If you wish to dispose
of this product and the battery, please do so in accordance with applicable national legislation or other rules in your country and municipality. By disposing
of this product correctly, you will help to conserve natural resources and will help prevent potential negative effects on the environment and human health.
Notice: The sign Pb below the symbol for batteries indicates that this battery contains lead. @@ Stop the car before performing any complicated operations.
@@@@@@ If this does not work, reset your unit. 28 Creating your own day and night Digital devices (CD/USB) produce very little noise compared with
other sources. Lower the volume before playing these digital sources to avoid damaging the speakers by sudden increase of the output level.
When you use the remote controller for the first time, pull out the insulation sheet. Do not install any battery other than CR2025 or its equivalent. Store the
battery in a place where children cannot reach. Do not recharge, short, disassemble, heat the battery, or dispose of it in a fire. Do not leave the battery with
other metallic materials.
Do not poke the battery with tweezers or similar tools. Wrap the battery with tape and insulate when throwing away or saving it. Battery shall not be exposed
to excessive heat such as sunshine, fire, or the like. This unit is equipped with the steering wheel remote control function. Before operating, connect a JVC's
OE remote adapter (not supplied) which matches your car to the steering wheel remote input terminal on the rear of the unit.
When you press or hold the following button(s). When the power is on, pressing /I/ATT on the remote controller also mutes the sound or pauses. Selects the
available sources (if the power is turned on). "ST" lights up when receiving an FM stereo broadcast with sufficient signal strength. 50 MHz into preset
number "04. Pressing and holding the number buttons (1 6) can also store the current station to the selected number buttons (1 6). ] <TUNER> ] <SSM> ]
<SSM 01 06 / SSM 07 12 / SSM 13 18> "SSM" flashes and local stations with the strongest signals are searched and stored automatically. To preset
another 6 stations, repeat the above procedure by selecting one of the other 6 SSM setting ranges. Pressing the number buttons (1 6) can also select the
preset stations (1 6). The following features are available only for FM Radio Data System stations.
You can tune in to a station broadcasting your favourite programme by searching for a PTY code. PTY Standby Reception allows the unit to switch
temporarily to your favourite PTY programme from any source other than AM. To activate the reception, tune in to another station providing these signals.
The unit will not switch to Traffic Announcement or PTY programme when a call connection is established through "BT-PHONE. If there is a station
broadcasting a programme of the same PTY code as you have selected, that station is tuned in. TA Standby Reception allows the unit to switch temporarily to
Traffic Announcement (TA) from any source other than AM. The volume changes to the preset TA volume level if the current level is lower than the preset
level. Network-Tracking Reception When driving in an area where FM reception is not sufficient enough, this unit automatically tunes in to another FM Radio
Data System station of the same network, possibly broadcasting the same programme with stronger signals. Programme Search Usually when you select a
preset number, the station preset in that number is tuned in. If the signals from the FM Radio Data System preset station are not sufficient for good reception,
this unit, using the AF data, tunes in to another frequency possibly broadcasting the same programme as the original preset station is broadcasting.
All tracks will be played repeatedly until you change the source or eject the disc. Selects folder of the MP3/WMA You can use only one of the following
playback modes at a time. Selects track Fast-forwards or reverses the track ] "REPEAT" or "RANDOM" · Pressing and holding the control dial will enter the
playback mode menu. Turn the control dial to make a selection (REPEAT or RANDOM), then press to confirm. MP3/WMA: Select your desired folder, then
the desired track by repeating this step.
If the MP3/WMA disc contains many tracks, you can fast search (±10, ±100, ±1000) through the disc by turning the control dial quickly. RANDOM FOLDER
RND : Randomly plays all tracks of current folder, then tracks of next folders ALL RND : Randomly plays all tracks To cancel repeat play or random play,
select "RPT OFF" or "RND OFF. 5 U / D : Selects folder of the MP3/WMA 2 R / F 3 : Selects track 2 R / F 3 : Fast-forwards or [Hold] reverses the track
Disc title/Album name/performer (folder name)* = Track title (file name)* = Current track number with the elapsed playing time = Current track number
with the clock time = (back to the beginning) * If the current disc is an audio CD (except for CD Text), "NO NAME" appears. This unit can play MP3/WMA
files stored on a USB mass storage class device. You can connect a USB mass storage class device such as a USB memory, Digital Audio Player, etc.
All tracks will be played repeatedly until you change the source or detach the USB device. If you have turned off the power (without detaching the USB
device). Pressing SOURCE turns on the power and playback starts from where it has been stopped previously. If a different USB device is currently attached,
playback starts from the beginning. Avoid using the USB device if it might hinder your safety driving. Do not pull out and attach the USB device repeatedly
while "READING" is shown on the display. Do not start the car engine if a USB device is connected. This unit may not be able to play the files depending on
the type of USB device. Operation and power supply may not work as intended for some USB devices. Make sure all important data has been backed up to
avoid losing the data.
@@ For more details about USB operations, 32. Straightly pull it out from the unit. @@@@@@@@Up to five devices can be registered in total.
@@Preparation: Operate the device to turn on its Bluetooth function. You can enter any number you like (1-digit to 16-digit number). [Initial: 0000] · Some
devices have their own PIN code. enter the specified PIN code in to the unit. Repeat step 3 until you have finished entering the PIN code. @@Use the
Bluetooth device to search and connect. @@ "CONNECTED" appears.
@@@@@@ "UNFOUND" appears if no available device is detected.
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or
] "SPECIAL" : To connect a special device The unit displays the list of the preset devices. ] "CONNECT" or "DISCONNECT" : To
connect/disconnect the selected device
or
] "DELETE" ] "YES" : To delete the selected device You can set the unit to connect the Bluetooth device
automatically when the unit is turned 17) on. @@Using a Bluetooth mobile phone Make a call or setting using the Bluetooth setting menu. When a call comes
in.
The unit answers the incoming calls 17) automatically. ( · When "AUTO ANSWER" is deactivated, press any button (except SOURCE / 0) to answer the
incoming call. ( 17) To end the call Hold any button (except SOURCE / 0). PHONE BOOK* j MISSED* j NUMBER j VOICE DIAL j REDIAL* j RECEIVED*
j (back to the beginning) * Displays only when your mobile phone is equipped with these functions and is compatible with this unit. For REDIAL, RECEIVED,
MISSED ] Repeat step 4 to select a name (if it is acquired) or a phone number.
For PHONE BOOK ] Repeat step 4 to select a name or a phone number. When a text message comes in. If the mobile phone is compatible with text message
(notified through JVC Bluetooth adapter) and "MSG INFO" (message info) is set to "AUTOMATIC" ( 17), the unit rings to inform you of the message arrival.
Making a call For VOICE DIAL ] Speak the name you want to call when "SAY NAME" appears. If your mobile phone does not support the voice recognition
system, "ERROR" appears. Using voice tags may be difficult in a noisy environment or during an emergency. 5 U/D / : Answers calls 2 R / F 3 / SOURCE 5
U/D / : Rejects calls 2 R / F 3 / SOURCE Using a Bluetooth audio player ] "BT-AUDIO" If playback does not start, operate the Bluetooth audio player to
start playback. Operate the Bluetooth audio player to pause (if playback does not pause when you change the source). Reverse skips/forward skips
Pauses/starts playback* * Operation may be different according to the connected Bluetooth audio player. *1 Appears only when a Bluetooth phone is
connected.
*2 Appears only when a Bluetooth phone is connected and it is compatible with text message (notified through JVC Bluetooth adapter). AUTO CNNCT
(connect) When the unit is turned on, the connection is established automatically with. " ON: The unit answers the incoming calls automatically. OFF: The
unit does not answer the calls automatically. Answer the calls manually. " AUTOMATIC: The unit informs you of the arrival of a message by ringing and
displaying "RCV MESSAGE" (receiving message). 25) (<RING COLOR>, MANUAL: The unit does not inform you of the arrival of a message. If
"ERROR&quot regardless of the setting. ") This setting may not work correctly on some vehicles (particularly on those having a control dial for dimming). In
this case, change the setting to any other than <DIMMER AUTO>.
: When the currently received signals become weak, the unit switches to another station (the programme may differ from the one currently received). (The AF
indicator lights up. ) : When the currently received signals become weak, the unit switches to another station broadcasting the same programme. ) : Subject to
in. @@@@@@ Moisture condensation has occurred on the lens inside the unit.
The pickup lens inside the unit is dirty. @@@@@@@@@@This unit can play back MP3/WMA files with the extension code <. @@This unit can display
only one-byte characters. No other characters can be correctly displayed. @@@@This unit can recognize a total of 512 files, 255 folders, and 8 hierarchical
levels.
This unit can play back files recorded in VBR (variable bit rate). files recorded in VBR have a discrepancy in the elapsed time display , and do not show the
actual elapsed time. In particular, this difference becomes noticeable after performing the search function. This unit cannot play back the following files:
MP3 files encoded in MP3i and MP3 PRO format. WMA files which are not based upon Windows Media® Audio. The search function works but search
speed is not constant. Playing MP3/WMA tracks from a USB device While playing from a USB device, the playback order may differ from other players. This
unit may be unable to play back some USB devices or some files due to their characteristics or recording conditions. Depending on the shape of the USB
devices and connection ports, some USB devices may not be attached properly or the connection might be loose. Connect one USB mass storage class device
to the unit at a time.
If the connected USB device does not have the correct files, "CANNOT PLAY" appears. This unit can show Tag (Version 1. @@This unit can play back MP3
files recorded in VBR (variable bit rate). The maximum number of characters for: Folder names : 32 characters File names : 32 characters MP3 Tag : 64
characters WMA Tag : 32 characters · This unit can recognize a total of 5 000 files, 255 folders (255 files per folder including folder without unsupported
files), and of 8 hierarchies. This unit does not support SD card reader. This unit cannot recognize a USB device whose rating is other than 5 V and exceeds
500 mA. USB devices equipped with special functions such as data security functions cannot be used with the unit. Do not use a USB device with 2 or more
partitions. This unit may not recognized a USB device connected through a USB card reader. This unit may not play back files in a USB device properly when
using a USB extension cord.
This unit cannot play back the following files: MP3 files encoded in MP3i and MP3 PRO format. WMA files which are not based upon Windows Media®
Audio. While driving, do not perform complicated operation such as dialing the numbers, using phonebook, etc. When you perform these operations, stop your
car in a safe place. Some Bluetooth devices may not be connected to this unit depending on the Bluetooth version of the device.
This unit may not work for some Bluetooth devices. Connecting condition may vary depending on the circumstances around you. When the unit is turned off,
the device is disconnected. You can control the following types of iPods/ iPhone: iPod with video (5th Generation) * iPod classic iPod nano (1st
Generation) * iPod nano (2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th Generation) iPod touch iPod touch (2nd Generation) iPhone/iPhone 3G/iPhone 3GS * <IPOD MODE> is not
available. If the iPod does not play correctly, please update your iPod software to the latest version.
For details about updating your iPod, visit <http://www. When you turn on this unit, the iPod is charged through this unit. IPod shuffle cannot be used with
this unit. @@This unit can display up to 64 characters. @@@@@@Sound cannot be heard from the speakers. Make sure the unit is not muted/paused ( 6,
7).
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Check to be sure the terminals of the speaker leads are covered with insulating tape properly, then reset 3). The unit ( If "PROTECT" does not disappear,
consult your JVC IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT dealer or a company supplying kits. The unit does not work at all. Disc cannot be played back.
Finalize the CD-R/CD-RW with the component which you · Disc playback Disc can neither be played back nor ejected. Disc sound is sometimes interrupted.
Stop playback while driving on rough roads. Disc cannot be played back. Use a disc with MP3/WMA tracks recorded in a format compliant with ISO 9660
Level 1, Level 2, Romeo, or Joliet. ) Do not use too many hierarchical levels and folders. A longer readout time is required ("READING" keeps flashing on the
display). @@ them to play. The elapsed playing time is not correct. The correct characters are not displayed (e.
This sometimes occurs during playback. This is caused by how the tracks are recorded on the disc. @@@@@@The track played back is not an MP3/WMA
track. Do not use too many hierarchy or folders. Turn off the power then on again.
@@ Tracks/folders are not played The playback order is determined by the write-in time back in the order you have stamp. The first track/folder written into
the USB device intended. While playing a track, sound is sometimes interrupted. The MP3/WMA tracks have not been properly copied into the USB device.
Copy MP3/WMA tracks again into the USB device, and try again.
Correct characters are not This unit can only display letters (upper case), numbers, displayed (e. Bluetooth *2 The unit can be connected with one Bluetooth
mobile phone and one Bluetooth audio device at a time. While connecting a device, this unit cannot be detected from another device. The unit does not detect
the · After the device detects the unit, select "OPEN" on the unit to connect the device. The unit does not make pairing with the Bluetooth device. Enter the
same PIN code for both the unit and target device. Select the device name from "SPECIAL," then try to connect again. ( 14) · Try to pair/connect from the
Bluetooth device. Reduce the distance between the unit and the Bluetooth mobile phone. Move the car to a place where you can get a better signal reception.
Reduce the distance between the unit and the during playback of a Bluetooth Bluetooth audio device. Turn off, then turn on the unit. Connect the Bluetooth
audio device again, when the sound is not yet restored. The iPod does not turn on or does not work. Deactivate the equalizer either on this unit or the
iPod/iPhone. The headphones are disconnected during playback. Move to an area with stronger signals. Connect this unit and the DAB tuner correctly and
reset the unit ( 3). Reconnect this unit and the DAB tuner correctly and reset the unit ( 3). Microsoft and Windows Media are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. "Made for iPod" means that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect
specifically to iPod and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. "Works with iPhone" means that an electronic accessory
has been designed to connect specifically to iPhone and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for
the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Maximum Power Output: Continuous Power Output (RMS): Front/Rear:
50 W per channel Front/Rear: 20 W per channel into 4 , 40 Hz to 20 000 Hz at no more than 1% total harmonic distortion.
Compact disc player Non-contact optical pickup (semiconductor laser) 2 channels (stereo) 5 Hz to 20 000 Hz 96 dB 98 dB Less than measurable limit Max.
Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. Vous pouvez commander les types d'iPod/ iPhone suivants: iPod avec vidéo (5e Génération)
* iPod classic iPod nano (1e Génération) * iPod nano (2e, 3e, 4e, 5e Génération) iPod touch iPod touch (2e Génération) iPhone/iPhone 3G/iPhone 3GS
* <IPOD MODE> n'est pas disponible. The countries where you may use the Bluetooth® function .
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